Trading in the LEOcoin Internal Platform
Frequently Asked Questions
How long does an order stay 'live'?
The order is live for 7 days from the time of the placement as long as the price
remains equal to or more than the minimum price.
When is an order cancelled?
An order is cancelled when the order price falls below the minimum price.
Why does the LEOcoin platform use a random system to match buy and sell
orders?
Without the LEOcoin platform randomised system, Members who want place an
order would have to monitor the order list and current price tables so that he order
is placed when it can be filled. The randomised system means that this monitoring
of trading activity is no longer needed. This is also a more equitable way of fulfilling
orders.
Why does the price go up if there are not many buy orders on the Internal
Platform?
The auto-buy process matches buy orders at the lowest available price. As the buy
orders get filled, the average price will rise.
How is the price of LEOcoin determined?
The Price is driven by demand and supply. Member activity alone determines the
price level.
Why is the LEOcoin sell order limit set to 100 LEOcoins per day? A maximum
amount for sell orders has been set in order to increase liquidity on the platform.
Why does the time to execute an order vary?
The platform matches buy and sell orders. The time taken to complete an order
depends entirely on the number of orders awaiting execution. The more orders
waiting, the shorter the time to execute.
What plans do you have for Trading on the Internal Platform?
We are constantly looking for opportunities to improve the services we provide to
Members. An announcement will be made when we are ready to launch an updated
version.
Why is the price of LEOcoin on the Internal Platform not the same as the price
on external exchanges?
The price on both the Internal Platform and on the external exchanges are set by
supply and demand. The Internal Platform price is set by Members; the price on
each external exchange is set by their members. LEO plays no part in determining
these prices.
Is the price of LEOcoin on the Internal LEOcoin platform connected to the price
on external platforms?
There are many platforms that trade LEOcoin. They are completely independent of
each other. The price on each platform is determined by their own supply and
demand levels.
Who sets the price on the Internal Platform? The price is set by supply and
demand. The Members’ trading activity alone determines the price level.
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Why are my LEOcoins held in an Escrow Ledger for 90 days? LEOcoins can be
acquired in different ways. Most Members receive LEOcoin as an award on achieving
specific targets while building their LEO business. These LEOcoins are escrowed for
90 days to ensure that, in the case of a sales refund or a charge back, the awardee’s
entitlement can be adjusted accurately. Having an Escrow Ledger also helps protect
the users of the platform.

